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In the last thirty years, the average age of U.S. farmers has grown from 50.5 years to 58.3 years.[i]
Between 2007 and 2012, the number of farm operators fell by 90,000.[ii] America’s farmers are an
economic asset in stimulating our rural economies and putting food on our tables. However, as
American farmers retire, there is a concern that few emerging farmers will replace them. With only
six percent of farmers under the age of thirty-five in 2012, the future of farming is a major concern.
[iii] If the aging farmer trend continues, America risks the loss of jobs and control over its food
supply, and the decline of rural America. The solution is to incentivize young people to enter the
farming industry by easing access to capital, credit, and land.
A college degree is necessary in most industries, thus to address the aging farmer concern, it is
beneficial to target college graduates interested in agriculture. The high startup costs are enough to
deter any college graduate with less than ample savings and minimal student loan debt. When
framed this way, a young farmer would be sinking before he even thought about swimming.
There are studies, however, that diminish the concern of the aging farmer. It has been proposed that
the aging farmer mirrors the aging U.S. labor force as a whole.[iv] Addressing this in 2013, Ohio
State Professor Carl Zulauf suggested the farming population has grown persistently older since the
1980s.[v] Zulauf believes this is consistent with the capital-intensive qualities of farming and, as a
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Yet, the debate has drawn a number of responses that lend support to its aging reality. The
Agricultural Act of 2014 demonstrates the U.S. government’s support for young farmers by allotting
funds to assist the transfer of farmland and altering the acreage limit so that more farmers may
qualify for the federal loans.[vii] On a smaller scale, West Virginia’s Commissioner of Agriculture is
attempting to inspire young people to pursue careers in agriculture by creating a competition for
students to present why local food matters.[viii] The winner will serve as an honorary Commissioner
of Agriculture during the State Fair.[ix]
One stable solution proposed by the National Young Farmers Coalition is that young farmers should
be included in the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program (PSLF), which provides debt relief for
professionals serving in the public interest sector.[x] The PSLF is a long-term commitment
partnership between the federal government and borrowers that requires the borrower to make ten
years’ worth of on-time, income-based payments in exchange for the cancellation of their loan
balance.[xi] The public service farmers contribute to their rural communities by cultivating and
supplying locally grown food onto American tables, and therefore, the federal government should
afford them this classification.[xii]
The PSLF approach almost guarantees that young farmers will stay in the industry for at least ten
years. There is also a high probability of success in targeting young farmers since many have the
time, energy, and resilience to see their projects through.[xiii] If the legislature would adopt this
approach, it could lead to the continuation and enhancement of our rural economies while
simultaneously combating the aging farmer concern.
[i] Danielle Kurtzleben, The Rapidly Aging U.S. Farmer, U.S. News (Feb. 24, 2014),
https://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/data-mine/2014/02/24/us-farmers-are-old-and-getting-much-
older.
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